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The President’s Post
Hi all,
It has been great to see how well this year’s events have been supported by all the members.
Don’t forget that, although the cold breezes of winter have well and truly started, there are a number of activities the Club will be running over the next couple of months for your enjoyment, information and social
fun!
Our most proactive Commodore, who one minute is arranging Club discounts at one of the more popular retailers to advising us on tensioning our nuts the next, has a great initiative event at the end of this month. If
you can make this session that John and Jan have most kindly organised to put on at their home, I strongly
urge you attend. John is a wiz at 12 volt electrical and you will undoubtedly learn a lot and understand far
better, the systems on your beautiful Whittley.
Next month, we will be getting to together at the beautiful Rowers Club at Abbotsford for lunch or dinner.
Further information on that event will be out soon.
After that, in August, will be the Sydney Boat Show and dinner. This should be an extravaganza this year with
the whole show returning to the refurbished Darling Harbour.
To make the Newsletters more interesting to all, I urge you to send in your stories, special events, photos etc
so that we can spread the word. Boating and other adventures are warmly welcomed.
I hope this Newsletter finds you all well and trust to see you soon at one of the upcoming events.
Phil Sparks
President

“Garry recommends everyone read the Overview (1 page) and the Discussion
(4 pages) of the paper. The main text does provide some additional information on specific elements of anchoring if you require, but for more detailed
information he recommends the Australian Boating Manual or undertaking
searches on the internet.”

Well, June is upon us and the worst of the hot weather is behind us. The boating gods were kind to the Whittley
club and granted perfect weather for the Easter weekend, which is a reminder to us all, it doesn't have to be the
height of summer to enjoy boating.
Jan and I missed a large part of summer as we did a cruise around South America. The cruise was enlightening
and I learnt many things, some of the things I learned are:
•
That Jan and I are now no longer Pollywogs, since we have crossed the equator we are now
known as Shellbacks.
•
I also know that the sailor left behind to watch over the ship, whilst the rest of the crew are on
shore leave, is said to be performing the baboon watch.
•
But the knowledge I gained that initially caused me the most bemusement is that channel markers, in different parts of the world are orientated differently to the way they are in Australia. One way to remember the channel markers as we know them is to say “Port to Port when heading to Port”. In many South
American countries this orientation is reversed, in other words, in some South American countries you would
have the starboard marker on your port side when you are going towards the port.
Jan and I have returned home with what I will describe as a pretty bad dose of travellers flue. We have placed
ourselves in self-imposed quarantine, not wanting to pass it on to friends and relatives. Thankfully the worst of
the flue appears to be behind us, but whilst in this self-imposed quarantine I have taken the opportunity to do
some jobs on our “Two Can Tango” that in the past I had been having trouble finding time for.
Firstly, our President, Phil, told me that he has had good results from packing insulation material around his
water heater in his boat. This has resulted in him having better hot water first thing in the morning before starting his engine. So one of the jobs I have done is to follow his example. I have attached pictures of the before
and after.
BEFORE

AFTER

I used polyester insulation. This is the material used in pillows and is not an irritant like Rockwool type material. I used three batts and have seven left over if any club member can use them they are available free.
Secondly, before we left for our trip, “Two Can Tango” needed its stern drive pivot shaft replaced. This entailed removal of some upholstery around the stern and this was the perfect opportunity to install a second solar
panel.
I am including this information to demonstrate the advances in solar technology. I decided to retain the original
solar panel which has a theoretical maximum output of 1.9 amps and install the new one with a theoretical
maximum of 8.3 amps in parallel with the existing panel.

To give these numbers some perspective one of my fridges uses 2.4 amps. The new panel is a semi flexible
type and weighs about 3kg so I was able to attach it to the fabric of the boat’s awning with press studs.

I have also had an interesting time repairing the freshwater pump.
If anyone needs more information on this or anything else I have mentioned, feel free to drop me a line or a
phone call.
I originally wrote this article last month and since then I have had a chance to see the effectiveness of the
solar panel and the added insulation.

On Sydney harbour with the club, the solar panel was a bit of a disappointment. The output did not exceed 4
amps despite my house batteries being near the end of their life and also quite discharged. However, at the
same time I had the opportunity to test a Redarc Solar Blanket of a rating similar to my panel and its output was
approximately the same as my system. Possibly during the summer months when the angle of the sun above the
horizon is better then the output will improve.

The added insulation around the Hot Water tank has only marginally improved the retention of heat in the Hot
Water system but an unexpected bonus is that it appears to have acted to absorb some of the noise from the
refrigerator.
John Whittles
Commodore

Once upon a midnight clear a fleet of warriors set sail for an intrepid Vivid evening on Sydney Harbour to
cruise the lights.
With eyes wide open [not like frogs but more like wild animals] we were stunned [not like mullets but in a
good way] amazed at the spectacle of light availed to ourselves from under the Harbour Bridge.

Thursday night saw 3 boats on Birkenhead marina with light shopping adventures in the DFO plaza.
Food for thought and lines of Boutiques shops.

Friday we moved after lunch to Blackwattle Bay for Dinner on the back deck. Bay flat like glass and smooth as
silk [not like undies but more like well you know ‘silk’] Amazing night with great friends great wine and chat..
Roger traversed two expeditions around the harbour that will not be easy to forget.
Wonderful bright and exciting lights throughout the Sydney bays and city were a site to behold.

Opera house in glorious colour

Raft up in Black Wattle Bay

Saturday we scooted around Rushcutters bay and five shillings beach for a look and settled in at Middle harbour Sugarloaf Bay [our favorite Bay.. ,

Sugar loaf Bay

Rogers catch of the day.

Nice calm day some snoozing and chatting..[some counseling] until fish started biting, lots of action. Brim on
the line wacko .. John Whittles stunned fellow anglers with a fine Brim,
Roger with his magnificent Puffer fish and also a brim and a professional fisherman [nameless] with 2 nice
Brim all caught, cooked and prepared for dinner [never touched the fridge ] water to pan.. As we like it..
Of course all ended too soon and after fare welling some, we settled into our last night at Blackwattle on
Sunday evening..
All in all, 13 boats attended a great weekend with weather too nice to dream of, great friends and a wonderful
time.
Kind regards to all for a great weekend.
Bruce Lynch..

“Garry recommends everyone read the Overview (1 page) and the Discussion
(4 pages) of the paper. The main text does provide some additional information
on specific elements of anchoring if you require, but for more detailed
information he recommends the Australian Boating Manual or undertaking
searches on the internet.”

CRUISE REPORT
JUNE LONG WEEKEND IN ORANGE
(1) Friday
From the Newcastle to the Wollongong area, like our intrepid forebears before us, we ventured
across the Blue Mountains to the beautiful rural town of Orange. Everyone arrived in time to book
into our luxurious accommodation at the Town Square Motel and head off to dinner at the Hotel
Canobolas.
Our learned compatriot Roger informed us that this Hotel was formerly the meeting place of the town
gentry, so needless to say a fine lot like the Whittley Club looked right at home.
Delicious repast and a few glasses and we were right at home. As we were staying in the centre of
town, fortunately everything was a short stroll.
(2) Saturday
Off we headed on our Special School Bus (through a local Orange Company) Luckily we had our
“Headmistress” along to keep us in order.
For the wine tour. Our team of expert palates was:· Narelle & Garry
· Athena & Roger
· Sandra & David
· Silva & Phil (1)
· Diana & Michael
· Lea & Bob
· Jenny & Phil (2)

First stop was Orange Mountain Wines. Nice hosts, and despite the early hour, glasses were soon
being emptied and the plastic being flashed at the cellar door.

Our host was delighted that P1 & P2 cleared
out the wallet cobwebs for the first time in years!

“you blink ……… no you blink first”
Back on the bus with our livewire driver “Cookie” and off to Hedburg Hill wines. As with the last winery we were seated in a quaint little tasting room with fine views over the country side. Wines were
nicely balanced
and the prices
most appealing.

We really enjoyed this place and you may notice already we had divided off to the “boys” and “girls”
tables”
No sooner had the last drop hit the spit bucket, but we were off to Borrodell Wines. This is a great
place to visit - very spacious with a restaurant attached as well. It is extremely high up, with panoramic views of the valley. Most importantly though, they had …….. WINE!

This place looks llike the inside of a
Cruisemaster?
3 wineries down, bottles clinking away on the bus, we headed off to lunch. By this stage there was
mayhem breaking out amongst some of the less alcohol tolerant members (what a nice way to describe tipsy) squabbling over the control of the music system. All the while Lea, in fine voice as usual,
was belting out whatever tune hit the playlist. We sang along to all the Aussie classics from John Williamson’s “Give me a Home Among the Gumtrees” to the old Supernaut classic “I like it Both Ways”?
I did notice that our bus driver discretely lowered the riot cage on this stage! Lunch was at the
Agrestic Grocer with live music to accompany our dining.

Drink beer!!
With full bellies, back on the bus for our last stop – Ross Hill Wines. This was the classiest winery
presentation in my opinion, so naturally this mob was right at home here.

P1 – we were supposed to have finished with the beers at lunch!
A few more $$$$$ spent at the cellar door and back to lovely Orange. Farewell to “Cookie’ who had
to race to make his comedy slot at the RSL that night and now our decision – nanna nap or off to the
pub? you guessed it!
(3) Sunday
After services, we headed off to quaint Millthorpe where Diana proudly showed off her reverse
parking skills

I’d like to see you do that Michael!!
Then off to Mount Canobolas to take in the breathtaking 360 degree view of Orange and the surrounding plains.
Now they say that rarefied air can make certain folk do unusual things. I have struggled with the
responsibility of including the photos of “the incident”. I finally decided that they should be published to protect both the innocent and the guilty!

These Whittley people are scary
Back to Orange for a most pleasant lunch in the outside garden of the Union Hotel

There is something strangely fascinating watching two highly accomplished men trying
to light an outdoor heater – it makes all of one’s own inadequacies fade away!!
Then a bit of retail therapy to recover!!
Kids don’t need bath toys any more do they?
Our final meal together was at the RSL and a fine
time had by all.
(4)

Sunday

All good things must come to an end and sadly after our final
muster it was off to breakfast at The Two Fat Ladies and
then onto home.

It was a great weekend spent with some great
people. The fun and the laughter and what happened on top of the Mount will no doubt remain long in the memory of those lucky
enough to be there.

BRING ON THE 2018 TRIP!!!!

Hello Club Members
I have arranged a trade card for members of the Whittley Club NSW.
When you make a purchase at Jaycar all you need to do is mention
that there is a trade account in the name of the Whittley Club NSW
and you will be granted a discount of between 10 and 40%. This applies on purchases over $25 but some stores don't apply this lower
limit.
Don't overlook that Jaycar not only sells electronic components to
hobbyist but also sells reversing cameras, remote control cars and
planes, LED lighting, drones and much more.
A store to source gifts for big kids, and grandkids alike.
If anyone has difficulty using this account please let me know.

John Whittles

